September 19, 2013
RESOLUTION IN SUPPORT OF STRIKING TEACHERS
AND OTHER PUBLIC WORKERS IN GREECE

Whereas, public employees in the U.S. and abroad continue to be pressured by local and
national governments to bear the brunt of a world-wide economic crisis that was not of their
making and accept layoffs and reductions in pay, job security, pensions and health care; and
Whereas, corporate interests have used the economic crisis as a pretext to push an agenda
of austerity and privatization that enriches their shareholders by sapping resources intended for
the public good, scapegoats public employees, threatens social safety net programs depended on
by millions and diminishes the quality of public services such as education; and
Whereas, public workers in Greece who have already been subjected to several rounds of
austerity-driven layoffs, salary reductions and other cuts are striking to resist a new round of cuts
affecting 25,000 workers and layoffs affecting 15,000 workers planned by the Greek government
under pressure from “bailout” lenders at the European Union and International Monetary Fund;
and
Whereas, public high school teachers represented by their labor union, OLEM, are fully
engaged in the fight against austerity and last week voted to launch a rolling strike against public
sector layoffs starting on September 16, and
Whereas, ADEDY, a confederation of public sector unions, called a strike and organized
mass demonstrations this week, and
Whereas, public workers in the U.S. face a similar assault, with budget deficits closed
through layoffs and reductions in benefits, social safety net programs under attack and unions
undermined and demonized; and
Whereas, educators in the U.S. are targeted as scapegoats and particularly subjected to
the privatization and austerity agenda through charter schools, school closings, relentless testing
and other so called “accountability measures,”
Whereas, PSC members are in the midst of our own fight against the forces of austerity
by resisting public disinvestment in CUNY and the diminishment of our curriculum through
Pathways;
Resolved, that the PSC stands in solidarity with the striking teachers and other public
workers of Greece, we thank them for their sacrifices and for the brave stand they are taking
against austerity, a misguided policy that worsens economic inequality and deprives working
people of necessary public services.

